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1. SUMMARY 

We broadcast your event LIVE on the internet in real time. Most people are familiar with streaming these days, you 

will have inevitably watched a program live on BBC iPlayer, which offers live pause, rewind and immediate 

playback, quite simply we offer a very similar service.  

Live streaming services for corporate and private events are becoming very common. It is a great way of getting 

more people to watch your event from all corners of the world. 

• SOCIAL LIVESTREAMING THROUGH FACEBOOK LIVE, YOUTUBE LIVE & TWITTER / PORTALS 

• ADAPTIVE BITRATE LIVESTREAMING TO TABLETS, DESKTOPS AND MOBILE DEVICES. 

ANDROID, IOS AND WINDOWS 

• CORPORATE EVENT WEBCASTS & WEBINARS 

• PERSONAL LIFE EVENTS SUCH AS WEDDINGS 

• PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT EVENTS  

• PRODUCT LAUNCHES 

• SECURE, ENGAGING WEBCASTS 

Turkey Red Media is a multi-disciplined digital media company based in the Scotland’s central belt. We offer 

bespoke end to end streaming solutions and event filming for companies and individuals around the UK. We 

broadcast events live to the internet via Facebook, YouTube or your own website. Using our live streaming 

technology you can expand your online presence and consequently increase your audience. 

SIMPLE CONFIGURATION FOR TWO CAMERA SET-UP  
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2. WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES? 

When you broadcast your event live, you provide an opportunity to substantially increase your audience. 

Audiences can watch online and, if you have the facilities, on large screens at a nearby location. If your audience 

are working, living far away or even abroad, they won’t miss the special event. 

3. WHAT IF WE ARE ALREADY FILMING OUR EVENT?  

Provided your cameras have an HD-SDI, SDI or HDMI output, our technology will allow you to be able to connect 

them to our system to stream live. Our technician can direct the video either straight to your website, Facebook or 

YouTube. Our entry level services start from single camera or dual camera. 

4. WHAT CAMERAS DO YOU USE? 

We have access to a variety of cameras and lenses depending on your requirements, the size of the event, the 

number of cameras required, these can be manned or static cameras, and can also be used to record the event for 

post event editing. 

5. CAN WE BENEFIT FINANCIALLY? 

Yes, virtual attendees can be free or, pay a one-off fee, subscription fee or voluntary fee to watch your live stream. 

We offer a digital copy of your event, so that it can be seen as it was on the live stream or, we can edit footage 

separately.  

Our experience shows that companies who live stream their event enjoy a significant increase in traffic to their 

website and/or social media during and after the event. 

6. HOW CAN WE MAXIMISE OUR AUDIENCE? 

In the lead up to an event we recommend marketing as much as possible. Successful marketing will guarantee you 

the best viewing results.  The most popular option for advertising is updates through your social media (Facebook, 

Twitter, text). Event management sites are also very useful, such as Eventbright etc, these can then supply the 

relevant diary details which can be auto entered into Outlook etc. In addition to this you can email and advertise in 

your newsletter / or marketing collateral, particularly to delegates, public or other attendees. 

7. HOW DO WE KNOW VIEWERS ARE LOGGING IN AND USING THE SERVICE?  

Depending on the platform you choose to stream to, we can provide a report which analyses how many unique 

viewers logged on and in some cases, which countries they were watching from. We can also let you know how 

long they have watched your event for. An in-depth data analysis can provide you with the information you need 

to maximise future advertising campaigns. 
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8. WHAT IS REQUIRED AND WHAT WILL HAPPEN ON THE DAY?  

Turkey Red Media require a wired internet connection with a minimum of 3mb upload speed. The higher the 

upload speed, the better the stream. The upload stream determines if we can broadcast your event live in low, 

medium and/or HD quality. If there is no internet connection to the venue, we can use 4G connect, which we can 

provide for an additional fee. 

Once we have a full brief of your requirements, we will discuss the best streaming platform i.e. your website, 

Facebook or YouTube. On the day, we arrive and set up our equipment and finally perform a few tests and ensure 

we are ready in good time for the event to unfold. For major events a site survey is highly recommended to ensure 

that any site-specific issues are accounted and planned for. 

9. HOW DO OUR AUDIENCE WATCH THE VIDEO STREAM?  

There are a few options on how your online audience can tune in to your event: 

1. Viewers watch your event through Facebook live. 

2. We supply you the html code to implement on your website. Individuals visit your website and click to the 

relevant page to watch the event live. 

3. We can live stream to your own YouTube account. 

Following the event, there is the option to upload the live video stream to your website to YouTube, Facebook or 

your Website to playback later. 

For any further questions or a free initial consultation and no obligation quote, call us on +44(0)1389 887 508 or 

email: info@turkeyredmedia.com 

10. CAN WE INTERACT WITH THE VIRTUAL AUDIENCE 

There are various ways the virtual audience can interact with the live webcast. For public streams Twitter can be 

embedded in a chat window, or in a private chat window. 

You can also create live polls, with the results shown immediately. 

11. TECHNICAL / ONSITE REQUIREMENTS 

Video streaming from an event site has some very specific requirements and must be considered well in advance 

of the event to ensure success. Most event streaming is served at HD 720p standard to optimise the bandwidth 

requirements, and internet availability onsite. The -professional encoder we use dynamically allocates and 

manages the video streams, this not only optimises the bandwidth use but minimise buffering or delays to retrain 

or sync the video streams. 

The key point is that the internet bandwidth capacity is required for upload rather than download. Most internet 

services are optimised for download speed not upload, so it is essential the upload speed is checked. Along with 

mailto:info@turkeyredmedia.com
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the upload speed, the overall quality of the connection is also very important. Streaming requires a very stable 

internet connection with high quality, low delay and errors. 

In some circumstances it may be possible to use wireless 4G mobile internet services dedicated to the stream, but 

generally a site survey will be required to confirm this. 

In addition to the connectivity, it is also important to understand where the stream will be viewed and configuring 

the distribution service such as YouTube or Facebook etc. 

12. LIVE STREAMING / WEBCASTING GUIDE COSTS  
 

  

Pre-event Planning Per Day / Item 

Technical Recce & Pre-Event Project Management: liaise with client and venue 

technical staff, test broadband connection, test video streaming and confirm viable 

onsite provided network, confirm camera and control positions, check light and 

sound levels, confirm if venue / client / producer will supply presentation laptop / 

projector, discuss client expectations. 

£450 

Cameras / Vision 

2x Camera Setup with 2 People, one camera fixed and one operated. 

Director/Mixer + Camera Operator, 2x HD Cameras (one static, one operated), 

Macbook / OBS / Encoder / Camera switcher. 

£1,250 

1x Operated Camera Setup, Director/Mixer, 1x HD Camera (static), Macbook / OBS / 

Encoder 

£950 

1x Static Camera Setup, Director/Camera Operator, 1x HD camera (operated), 

Macbook / OBS / encoder 

£850 

No Cameras, using onsite Video Feed, Director, Macbook / OBS / Encoder £700 

Audio 

Use venue’s PA system – balanced audio output to our encoder. £0 
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Wireless Lapel Mics, Sound Stage Mics & Audio technician £450 

Live Streaming 

Live streaming to branded webpage / service POA 

Live stream to your YouTube Channel / Facebook page: We will liaise with you to 

configure your YouTube / Facebook live event 

£0 

Viewer Experience / Interaction 

Powerpoint / Presentation and Presenter embedded in video. £100 

Feedback / messages beside video, (Can be pre-moderated) £50/hour 

Embedded Twitter Feed, (Can be pre-moderated) £50/hour 

Embedded Twitter + Feedback / messages, (Can be pre-moderated) £75/hour 

Live Polling POA 

Post-event / Post production 

Record webcast to HD video file £75 

Post-livestream editing per day £350 

Transport, 45p per mile per vehicle from our base 

 

    

OPTIONS: 

Pre-event: 
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Rig / test / rehearsal day before event £650 

Mobile Connectivity 

Bonded 4G HD Uplink – mobile broadband connection: internal + external antennas 

provide resilient live HD video transmission.   For 5 hours = 4.8 GB (£15/GB) 

£900/day 

Note 1: Live Webcasting Requires at least 3Mbps broadband upload speed at venue 

for HD streaming. 

Note 2: For large events with more than two cameras or custom audio requirements, 

please contact us for a free quote. 

 

  

 

 


